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THE GEM FAMILY
…..Let’s come closer

SALMA DAM PROJECT
The load testing of Anchorage System (Yoke girders, anchor flats and Anchor girders) for the Radial gates of size - 8.0m x
11.17m x 12.5m (R)(also under manufacturing at POR) , was been carried out at 450 MT on 7th Jan 2013 to 10th Jan 2013
for Salma Dam Project, Afghanistan by Salma Dam JV & WAPCOS at GMW ENGINEERS PVT. LTD. POR, VADODARA.
The hydraulic system with cylinder of capacity 450 MT required for testing was also manufactured in house.
Team is headed by Shri Amrik Singh, along with dedicated team of production engineers Mr.Amit Talati and Mr.Chitan
Gandhi, with Team Members Mr.Hiren Sharma, Mr. Devdas Shenoy, Mr.Hiren Pandya, Mr.Amarjeet Singh and Mr.Taranjeet
Singh.

NPCIL, KAKRAPAR
The order of fabricaiton and erection of structural
steel works of 2 x 700 mw units of Nuclear Power
Corporation of India Limited (NPCIL), Kakrapar,
Gujarat received in the month of December – 2012.
The total tonnage of fabrication and erection of
structural steel is 12180 MT. The principle client is
NPCIL and the main EPC contractor is Dodsal
enterprises Pvt. Ltd. & contractor for civil and
structure is M/S Bridge & Roof Co. (I) Ltd.
We got the letter of intent (LOI) from the Bridge &
Roof Co. (I) Ltd. for the structural steel works.
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MEET OUR FAMILY MEMBER
South Indian by birth and Gujarati by
heart describes Mr. Kishor Venkatesh
Bhatt, better known as Kishorbhai by
GEM Family. Completed his ITI from
Vadodara and since then from last 16
years is proudly associated with us.
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He feels that the freedom which a person
gets in their family same freedom a GEM
member gets in our family.

Eggplant contains lots of vitamins and
minerals like Vitamin A, Vitamin B1, B2, B3,
and minerals like potassium, calcium and
iron. Brinjal is also rich in dietary fiber and
low in carbohydrate. It also has phenols
which control blood sugar levels in diabetes.
Eggplant is a great food for preventing heart
disease as it helps to maintain cholesterol
level.

He has a small and a loving family with
two daughters, Dhruvita and Dishita and
his wife Mrs. Krutika, who is a perfect
homemaker.
He aspires to be an expert himself in his
field by the guidance of the people who
are already expertise in their fields.
He is also one of the ardent fans of
cricket and football and likes listening to
music in his free time.
Kishorbhai feels that GMW is a great
company to be with.

SMART GOALS
When we ask anyone what is your goal, they
say “I want to be successful, want to be happy
and have a good living” and that is it. These
all are wishes and not goals.

Goals must be:

S : must be Specific.
For Example : I want to learn playing guitar
in 3 weeks. It becomes a goal when we pin
it down.

M : must be Measurable.
If we cannot measure we cannot
accomplish it. Measurement is a way of
monitoring ourselves.

A : must be Achievable.
It should be challenging enough but should
not be impossible to achieve or else it is
disheartening.

R : Should be Realistic.
A person wanting to learn guitar in just 2
days is unrealistic.

T : Should be Time Bound.
Your goal should have a start date and an
end date.

Eggplant commonly known as brinjal is an
easily available vegetable in India. Different
varieties of eggplants as per their size,
shape and color are available in the market.
In addition to the sizes eggplants are also
available in different colors like lavender,
jade green, orange and yellow white.

WHOSE PROBLEM IS THIS…???
A man feared his wife wasn’t hearing as well
as she used to and he thought she might
need a hearing aid. Not quite sure how to
approach her, He called the family Doctor to
discuss the problem. The Doctor told him
there is a simple informal test the husband
could perform to give the Doctor a better
idea
about
her
hearing
Loss.
Doctor, “Stand about 30 feet away from her,
and in a normal conversational speaking
tone see if she hears you. If not, go to 20
feet, then 10 feet, and so on until you get a
response.”
That evening, the wife was is in the kitchen
cooking dinner, and he was in the den. He
says to himself, “I’m about 30 feet away,
let’s see what happens.” Then in a normal
tone he asks‘ Honey, what’s for dinner?”
No response.Next he moves into the dining
room where he is about 20 feet from his wife
and asks, Honey,what’s for dinner?”
Again he gets no response. So he walks up
to the kitchen door, about 10 feet away.
“Honey, what’s for dinner?”Again there is no
response.So he walks right up behind her.
“Honey,
what’s
for
dinner?”
“John,
for
the
fourth
time
I’ve
said, CHICKEN!”
Moral of the story : The Problem may not
be with the other person as we always
think, Could be very much within us..!¡

Eat a baked brinjal with honey at night and it
can cure insomnia. Its high potassium level
helps to lower the high blood pressure which
is good for hypertensive persons. Roasted
brinjal helps in digestion and increase
appetite.

LAUGH IT OFF!!!
Height of Confidence
Once many professors were called and
asked to sit in a plane. After they sat they
were informed that the plane is made by
their students.
All of them ran and got out of the plane
except one.
People asked him the reason.
He said: If it is made by my students it will
not even start.
**************************************************
Docotor to a Kid: Have you ever trouble
with “Appendicitis”?
Kid
: Yes
Doctor
: When?
Kid
: When I tried to spell it”
Answer to last month’s puzzle is person needs
to carry Rs.11.25 so when he comes out he is
left with Rs.0.
The correct answer was given by Mr. Sanjay
Pargi, Vadodara (H.O) .
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